
Facts & Questions - Alien Key Stage 1
Print on A4 paper or present on screen to play.  Read and understand the facts as 
you’ll need these on our activities. You can also use this sheet to check spellings. 
When ready, start by answering the questions below. Good luck!
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An Alien is classed as any life-form that is not from our planet. 
 
NASA have found lots of planets in the universe that could support life, just like 
our own planet, Earth. 
 
Aliens have appeared in lots of films. A couple of examples are ET and Toy Story, 
which has at least three of them! 
 
Area 51 in the United States of America is an attraction for visitors as many people 
think proof of Alien life may exist. 
 
Learn how to Spell Earth and Alien. 

1. What is a well known tourist spot for believers of alien life called?

 

2. What country is Area 51 located? 

3. What is the planet we live on called?  

4. What famous films have we seen aliens in?

 

5. Spell and write Earth?  

6. Spell and write Alien?  



Facts & Questions - Alien Key Stage 2
Print on A4 paper or present on screen to play.  Read and understand the facts as 
you’ll need these on our activities. You can also use this sheet to check spellings. 
When ready, start by answering the questions below. Good luck!

An Alien is classed as any life-form that is not from our planet. 
 
Life in the form of bacteria was found on Mars in 2009. NASA think it grew on the 
planet. NASA uses its rovers to search for Life. 
 
NASA has found lots of planets in the universe that are just like Earth, that could 
support life. 
 
Aliens have appeared in lots of films. Toy Story even has three of them. 
 
Area 51 in Hiko, Nevada recently saw a flood of tourists and internet personalities 
due to a viral event on Facebook. Claiming to free the aliens in Area 51, the event 
gained traction in 2019 due to meme’s. However, the military territory has actually 
been around for a long time. The vicinity has been turned into a tourist spot of 
sorts for extraterrestrial enthusiasts and believers of alien life.  
 
Most likely spots for alien life in our solar system: underground refuges on Mars, 
hot spots on Saturn’s moon Enceladus (whose south pole is dotted with geysers), 
and Jupiter’s moons Europa and Callisto (whose icy crusts may conceal vast, 
underlying oceans of water).   

1. What is a well known tourist spot for believers of alien life called? 

2. Bacteria was found on what planet in 2009? 

3. What are the vehicles called that NASA use to search for life on other planets? 

4. What famous film have we seen aliens in? 

5. Name three spots that could likely support alien life in our solar system? 
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